
From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com

To: Columbia River Crossing; 

CC:

Subject: Qualification of CRC members

Date: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 7:23:42 PM

Attachments: The_qualification_of_the_member_of_Columbia_River_Crossing[1].doc 

The qualification of the member of Columbia River Crossing
And those overseeing the project
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The qualification of the member of Columbia River Crossing


And those overseeing the project


The Columbia River Crossing project is one of the most important projects in our region.  


The Federal Highway Administration rejected the Columbia River Crossing Draft Environmental Impact Study 3 or 4 times why? Be specific.    


The DEIS booklet was revised 8 times before going to the public. Then an appendix of errors immediately followed.


What is the difference with each version? 


Where can a copy of each version be found? 


Is there a summary of the differences of each version? 


The DEIS booklet cost $50 to the public.  


Why where no less expensive black and white version provided to the public? 


When the expensive where placed in the public places for view why where no copies of the technical information provide?   


The technical information specified the important benefits and impacts to the communities.  Many citizens did not know this information existed.  The technical was very hard to view on a computer and not available at all without a computer. I do not think having unprinted important technical information met the requirement of providing the information to the public.  The decision left many communities where computer are not available without access to vital information.  CRC is very aware that several of the neighborhoods it is most impacting are poor and mostly likely would be unable to get the information due to lack of computer and internet connections.  I do not think they have met Environmental Justice guidelines.   The Environmental Justice groups that have reviewed the technical information on the Locally Preferred Alternative have totally rejected it.  Do you think that if the information had actually been made available to the citizen in these neighborhoods you would have larger amounts of the population rejecting the Locally Preferred Alternative as the Environmental Justice group did?


This leads to the important of knowing the qualification of those involved, participating and guiding the process.  Please answer the following questions concerning each of the persons below.


Doug  Ficco WADOT


Rob DeGraff   ODOT


John Osborne    ODOT


Tom Markgraf Columbia River Crossing


Ron Anderson Columbia River Crossing


Matt Garrett ODOT

Dave Dye     WADOT


Don Wagner   WADOT


Jason Tell ODOT

John McAvoy FHWA

How many years have the above named person work for ODOT/ WADOT/ FHWA?


How many EIS projects has the above named person been involved with?


How many EIS projects has the above named person managed?


What is the name of the study?


What was the outcome of the study?   Was the projected advanced?  Built? Completed?


How many NEPA projects has the above named person been involved with?


How many NEPA projects has the above named person been involved with?


How many NEPA projects has the above named person managed?


What is the name of the study?


What was the outcome of the study?   Was the projected advanced?  Built? Completed?


The importance of this project to have the most senior transportation specialist involved


must be as a top priority.


With the disbanding of the Columbia River Project Sponsor Council the only local oversight committee important decision have been made by CRC staff that where well beyond their abilities or duties.  Couple of example would be the removing of the Ports of Vancouver and the Port of Portland a part of this project study.   Another example would be not addressing the BNSF rail bridge upgrade.  Not knowing the exact boundaries of the Bridge Influence Area as describe by the I-5 Trade and Transportation Partnership study the creates of the BIA.  Not providing maps of the BIA or the complete project area.  Continually tell CRC Task Force Member’s and putting in writing that the Port to Port connection alignment of the BNSF rail line was outside the I-5 Corridor, outside the BIA and out side the project area when CRC Purpose and Need statement called the Port’s the center of the project area…… 


No correction of inaccurate data, missing data, conflicting data was made even through most of the above named staff where in the room on each occasion.  


So again it is very important to find out the knowledge of named individuals.


Respectfully,


Sharon Nasset 
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The qualification of the member of Columbia River Crossing 
And those overseeing the project 

 
 

The Columbia River Crossing project is one of the most important projects in our region.   
 
The Federal Highway Administration rejected the Columbia River Crossing Draft 
Environmental Impact Study 3 or 4 times why? Be specific.     
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communities.  Many citizens did not know this information existed.  The technical was 
very hard to view on a computer and not available at all without a computer. I do not 
think having unprinted important technical information met the requirement of providing 
the information to the public.  The decision left many communities where computer are 
not available without access to vital information.  CRC is very aware that several of the 
neighborhoods it is most impacting are poor and mostly likely would be unable to get the 
information due to lack of computer and internet connections.  I do not think they have 
met Environmental Justice guidelines.   The Environmental Justice groups that have 
reviewed the technical information on the Locally Preferred Alternative have totally 
rejected it.  Do you think that if the information had actually been made available to the 
citizen in these neighborhoods you would have larger amounts of the population rejecting 
the Locally Preferred Alternative as the Environmental Justice group did? 
 
This leads to the important of knowing the qualification of those involved, participating 
and guiding the process.  Please answer the following questions concerning each of the 
persons below. 
 
Doug  Ficco WADOT 
Rob DeGraff   ODOT 
John Osborne    ODOT 
Tom Markgraf Columbia River Crossing 
Ron Anderson Columbia River Crossing 
Matt Garrett ODOT 
Dave Dye     WADOT 
Don Wagner   WADOT 
Jason Tell ODOT 
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John McAvoy FHWA 
 
 
How many years have the above named person work for ODOT/ WADOT/ FHWA? 
How many EIS projects has the above named person been involved with? 
How many EIS projects has the above named person managed? 
What is the name of the study? 
What was the outcome of the study?   Was the projected advanced?  Built? Completed? 
  
How many NEPA projects has the above named person been involved with? 
How many NEPA projects has the above named person been involved with? 
How many NEPA projects has the above named person managed? 
What is the name of the study? 
What was the outcome of the study?   Was the projected advanced?  Built? Completed? 
  
The importance of this project to have the most senior transportation specialist involved 
must be as a top priority. 
 
With the disbanding of the Columbia River Project Sponsor Council the only local 
oversight committee important decision have been made by CRC staff that where well 
beyond their abilities or duties.  Couple of example would be the removing of the Ports of 
Vancouver and the Port of Portland a part of this project study.   Another example would 
be not addressing the BNSF rail bridge upgrade.  Not knowing the exact boundaries of 
the Bridge Influence Area as describe by the I-5 Trade and Transportation Partnership 
study the creates of the BIA.  Not providing maps of the BIA or the complete project 
area.  Continually tell CRC Task Force Member’s and putting in writing that the Port to 
Port connection alignment of the BNSF rail line was outside the I-5 Corridor, outside the 
BIA and out side the project area when CRC Purpose and Need statement called the 
Port’s the center of the project area……  
No correction of inaccurate data, missing data, conflicting data was made even through 
most of the above named staff where in the room on each occasion.   
 
So again it is very important to find out the knowledge of named individuals. 
 
 
Respectfully, 
Sharon Nasset  
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From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com

To: Columbia River Crossing; jeff.mize@columbian.
com; 

CC:

Subject: Fwd: Sponsor Council

Date: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 7:31:37 PM

Attachments: SKMBT_C25008021011530.pdf 

 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com 
To: thirdbridgenow@aol.com 
Sent: Mon, 30 Jun 2008 10:26 pm 
Subject: Sponsor Council 
 
Would you please explain what became of the Sponsor Council?  Who assumed their responsibilities? 
Who was on it?  Where can I find the meeting notes? What date was it disbanded?  Where were the 
public notices of their meetings?  Do you still have the sign in sheets?
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From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com

To: Columbia River Crossing; jeff.mize@columbian.
com; 

CC:

Subject: Fwd: RTC maps 2007

Date: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 7:36:19 PM

Attachments: SKMBT_C25007101012420.pdf 

 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com 
To: thirdbridgenow@aol.com 
Sent: Mon, 30 Jun 2008 10:35 pm 
Subject: RTC maps 2007 
 
The Regional Transportation Council has recommended the RC-14 Crossing. Why was it not 
thoroughly studied in the Columbia River Crossing as required for NEPA funding? 
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From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com

To: Columbia River Crossing; jeff.mize@columbian.
com; 

CC:

Subject: Fwd: Need for Local Bridge to Port of Portland

Date: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 7:36:40 PM

Attachments: SKMBT_C25007080909350.pdf 

 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com 
To: thirdbridgenow@aol.com 
Sent: Tue, 1 Jul 2008 6:40 pm 
Subject: Need for Local Bridge to Port of Portland 
 
Why does CRC proposal not have bridge(s) from Port of Vanvouver to Port of Portland land?  It's 
been proposed for over three decades. Please wait for FAX of information on high cacacity transit 
interruption of freight capacity to Port of Vancouver. 
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From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com

To: Columbia River Crossing; jeff.mize@columbian.
com; 

CC:

Subject: Fwd: What became of the Western Arterial proposal

Date: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 7:37:38 PM

Attachments: SKMBT_C25007082214530.pdf 

 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com 
To: thirdbridgenow@aol.com 
Sent: Tue, 1 Jul 2008 7:13 pm 
Subject: What became of the Western Arterial proposal 
 
A third bridge corridor next to the current BNSF bridge will support the current corridors and is 
recommended in the RTP and other bi-state, state and local transportation plans and documents.  The I-
5 trade and transportation partnership recommmended upgrading of the BNSF bridge to relieve 
traffic.   I believe that a new rail bridge, as recommended, should have been evaluated. I believe we 
should be applying for New Starts funding for commuter rail and to support our freight economy.  
1.How far would federal New Starts dollars go in building a commuter rail as compared to light rail?  
2. How many miles of commuter rail would $750 million get us as compared to light rail?  
3.Why brings cars into downtown Vancouver for light rail when commuter rail could pick them up 
farther out,  in the neighborhoods? 
4. Could not new commuter rail also double for freight rail, thus increasing freight capacity? 
5. Were the supplementary benefits of improved heavy rail studied---such as commercial development 
along line, employment opportunities, or residential infill?  I.e. Attracting jobs to Clark County? 
6. How about benefits of heavy rail to individual towns, like Ridgefield?  This has been a historic 
pattern of development. 
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From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com

To: Columbia River Crossing; jeff.mize@columbian.com; 

CC:

Subject: Fwd: Qualification of CRC members

Date: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 7:38:54 PM

Attachments: The_qualification_of_the_member_of_Columbia_River_Crossing[1].doc 

 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com 
To: columbiarivercrossing@columbiarivercrossing.com 
Sent: Tue, 1 Jul 2008 7:23 pm 
Subject: Qualification of CRC members 
 

The qualification of the member of Columbia River Crossing
And those overseeing the project
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The qualification of the member of Columbia River Crossing


And those overseeing the project


The Columbia River Crossing project is one of the most important projects in our region.  


The Federal Highway Administration rejected the Columbia River Crossing Draft Environmental Impact Study 3 or 4 times why? Be specific.    


The DEIS booklet was revised 8 times before going to the public. Then an appendix of errors immediately followed.


What is the difference with each version? 


Where can a copy of each version be found? 


Is there a summary of the differences of each version? 


The DEIS booklet cost $50 to the public.  


Why where no less expensive black and white version provided to the public? 


When the expensive where placed in the public places for view why where no copies of the technical information provide?   


The technical information specified the important benefits and impacts to the communities.  Many citizens did not know this information existed.  The technical was very hard to view on a computer and not available at all without a computer. I do not think having unprinted important technical information met the requirement of providing the information to the public.  The decision left many communities where computer are not available without access to vital information.  CRC is very aware that several of the neighborhoods it is most impacting are poor and mostly likely would be unable to get the information due to lack of computer and internet connections.  I do not think they have met Environmental Justice guidelines.   The Environmental Justice groups that have reviewed the technical information on the Locally Preferred Alternative have totally rejected it.  Do you think that if the information had actually been made available to the citizen in these neighborhoods you would have larger amounts of the population rejecting the Locally Preferred Alternative as the Environmental Justice group did?


This leads to the important of knowing the qualification of those involved, participating and guiding the process.  Please answer the following questions concerning each of the persons below.


Doug  Ficco WADOT


Rob DeGraff   ODOT


John Osborne    ODOT


Tom Markgraf Columbia River Crossing


Ron Anderson Columbia River Crossing


Matt Garrett ODOT

Dave Dye     WADOT


Don Wagner   WADOT


Jason Tell ODOT

John McAvoy FHWA

How many years have the above named person work for ODOT/ WADOT/ FHWA?


How many EIS projects has the above named person been involved with?


How many EIS projects has the above named person managed?


What is the name of the study?


What was the outcome of the study?   Was the projected advanced?  Built? Completed?


How many NEPA projects has the above named person been involved with?


How many NEPA projects has the above named person been involved with?


How many NEPA projects has the above named person managed?


What is the name of the study?


What was the outcome of the study?   Was the projected advanced?  Built? Completed?


The importance of this project to have the most senior transportation specialist involved


must be as a top priority.


With the disbanding of the Columbia River Project Sponsor Council the only local oversight committee important decision have been made by CRC staff that where well beyond their abilities or duties.  Couple of example would be the removing of the Ports of Vancouver and the Port of Portland a part of this project study.   Another example would be not addressing the BNSF rail bridge upgrade.  Not knowing the exact boundaries of the Bridge Influence Area as describe by the I-5 Trade and Transportation Partnership study the creates of the BIA.  Not providing maps of the BIA or the complete project area.  Continually tell CRC Task Force Member’s and putting in writing that the Port to Port connection alignment of the BNSF rail line was outside the I-5 Corridor, outside the BIA and out side the project area when CRC Purpose and Need statement called the Port’s the center of the project area…… 


No correction of inaccurate data, missing data, conflicting data was made even through most of the above named staff where in the room on each occasion.  


So again it is very important to find out the knowledge of named individuals.


Respectfully,


Sharon Nasset 




The qualification of the member of Columbia River Crossing 
And those overseeing the project 
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think having unprinted important technical information met the requirement of providing 
the information to the public.  The decision left many communities where computer are 
not available without access to vital information.  CRC is very aware that several of the 
neighborhoods it is most impacting are poor and mostly likely would be unable to get the 
information due to lack of computer and internet connections.  I do not think they have 
met Environmental Justice guidelines.   The Environmental Justice groups that have 
reviewed the technical information on the Locally Preferred Alternative have totally 
rejected it.  Do you think that if the information had actually been made available to the 
citizen in these neighborhoods you would have larger amounts of the population rejecting 
the Locally Preferred Alternative as the Environmental Justice group did? 
 
This leads to the important of knowing the qualification of those involved, participating 
and guiding the process.  Please answer the following questions concerning each of the 
persons below. 
 
Doug  Ficco WADOT 
Rob DeGraff   ODOT 
John Osborne    ODOT 
Tom Markgraf Columbia River Crossing 
Ron Anderson Columbia River Crossing 
Matt Garrett ODOT 
Dave Dye     WADOT 
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John McAvoy FHWA 
 
 
How many years have the above named person work for ODOT/ WADOT/ FHWA? 
How many EIS projects has the above named person been involved with? 
How many EIS projects has the above named person managed? 
What is the name of the study? 
What was the outcome of the study?   Was the projected advanced?  Built? Completed? 
  
How many NEPA projects has the above named person been involved with? 
How many NEPA projects has the above named person been involved with? 
How many NEPA projects has the above named person managed? 
What is the name of the study? 
What was the outcome of the study?   Was the projected advanced?  Built? Completed? 
  
The importance of this project to have the most senior transportation specialist involved 
must be as a top priority. 
 
With the disbanding of the Columbia River Project Sponsor Council the only local 
oversight committee important decision have been made by CRC staff that where well 
beyond their abilities or duties.  Couple of example would be the removing of the Ports of 
Vancouver and the Port of Portland a part of this project study.   Another example would 
be not addressing the BNSF rail bridge upgrade.  Not knowing the exact boundaries of 
the Bridge Influence Area as describe by the I-5 Trade and Transportation Partnership 
study the creates of the BIA.  Not providing maps of the BIA or the complete project 
area.  Continually tell CRC Task Force Member’s and putting in writing that the Port to 
Port connection alignment of the BNSF rail line was outside the I-5 Corridor, outside the 
BIA and out side the project area when CRC Purpose and Need statement called the 
Port’s the center of the project area……  
No correction of inaccurate data, missing data, conflicting data was made even through 
most of the above named staff where in the room on each occasion.   
 
So again it is very important to find out the knowledge of named individuals. 
 
 
Respectfully, 
Sharon Nasset  
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From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com

To: Columbia River Crossing; jeff.mize@columbian.
com; 

CC:

Subject: Provisions for Port of Vancouver Expansion

Date: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 8:14:42 PM

Attachments: SKMBT_C25007080615110.pdf 

Currently Port of Vancouver utilizes Mill Plain Bv, Fourth Plain Bv, 39th St and 78th St, creating 
traffic problems in Vancouver. What was done to study mitigation of these burdens?  Were any other 
potential routes studied or evaluated? Such as a viaduct that would remove this surface traffic? If Port 
of Vancouver is to function as a modern port should not these freight connections be upgraded? A 
specific connection to the Port of Portland has been considered or proposed for over a century. What 
was done to examine this possibility? 
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From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com

To: Columbia River Crossing; jeff.mize@columbian.
com; 

CC:

Subject: Federal Register requirements

Date: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 9:03:19 PM

Attachments: SKMBT_C25008050312270.pdf 

The Federal Register stated that a large area would be studied--- much larger than the final Bridge 
Influence area, as per the CRC taskforce.. This was determined by the I-5 Transportation and Trade 
Partnership Final Strategic plan. Why was the scope of the study narrowed down so far below this 
requirement?  Therefore how was a "broad range of alternatives" actually evaluated as required? How 
did the Partnering agencies (METRO, CTRAN, WSDOT, ODOT, Tri-Met, JTC) evaluate social, 
environmental and economic impacts?  How were local and statewide transportation objectives 
incorporated into the studies? 
 
Please see attachment of Federal Register. 
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From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com

To: Columbia River Crossing; jeff.mize@columbian.
com; 

CC:

Subject: CRC conflicting data

Date: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 9:23:24 PM

Attachments: SKMBT_C25007121717400.pdf 
SKMBT_C25007121717400.pdf 
SKMBT_C25006082513210.pdf 
SKMBT_C25008010621360.pdf 
SKMBT_C25006120413300.pdf 
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From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com

To: Columbia River Crossing; jeff.mize@columbian.
com; 

CC:

Subject: inconsisent data

Date: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 9:55:46 PM

Attachments: SKMBT_C25006082513300.pdf 
SKMBT_C25006082513280.pdf 
SKMBT_C25006082513260.pdf 
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From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com

To: Columbia River Crossing; jeff.mize@columbian.
com; 

CC:

Subject: CRC newspaper

Date: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 9:58:31 PM

Attachments: SKMBT_C25006082512570.pdf 
SKMBT_C25008012116430.pdf 

Get the Moviefone Toolbar. Showtimes, theaters, movie news, & more! 

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***
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From: thirdbridgenow@aol.com

To: Columbia River Crossing; jeff.mize@columbian.
com; 

CC:

Subject: commitment to public on duties of sponsor council

Date: Tuesday, July 01, 2008 10:11:46 PM

Attachments: SKMBT_C25007092910350.pdf 
SKMBT_C25007092911040.pdf 
SKMBT_C25008030218060.pdf 

Get the Moviefone Toolbar. Showtimes, theaters, movie news, & more! 

*** eSafe scanned this email for malicious content ***
*** IMPORTANT: Do not open attachments from unrecognized senders  ***
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